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Josiah McElheny, The Club for Modern Fashions, 2013, performance view.
A new exhibition by Josiah McElheny sites The Club for Modern Fashions, a mock glass house,
in the public exhibition space of a members-only art club in downtown Chicago. Performers
wearing vintage fashions, from the 1920s through the 1970s, occupy the Mies-style period room
within the Arts Club of Chicago weekdays for one hour at 11:30 AM, when the club’s members
arrive for their luncheon. Also on view is McElheny’s 2012 film The Light Club of Vizcaya: A
Women's Picture. The installation, performances, and film screening continue through December
14, 2013.
THIS EXHIBITION is deeply connected to Chicago. Chicago is an important place for me: I’ve
worked with Donald Young Gallery for almost twenty years, and my first major museum
intervention project was here, in 1998, at the Art Institute of Chicago. Ian Wardropper, who was
head of the department, encouraged me to de-install a large section of the Renaissance
collection in the museum’s hall of arms and armor, and to install my own project there instead. It
was my first engagement with a public situation at that level, with thousands of people seeing it.

The construction of the glass pavilion for The Club for Modern Fashions was made in
collaboration with the architect John Vinci, and it echoes important elements of Chicago
architectural history. Vinci was a student of Mies van der Rohe. The Arts Club was inspired by
Mies; the stairway was itself designed by Mies. My decision to paint the frame of the pavilion
black echoes the literal and physical appearance of Mies’s projects here in Chicago, many of
which involve black or at least very dark steel. The Club for Modern Fashions’s heritage comes
from Chicago and the architectural legacy here.
The performance was inspired by Playtime, the 1967 film by Jacques Tati, which is a pantomime
critique of modernism, a very subtle but slapstick comedy. Tati built fake sets and buildings that
are almost caricatures of Miesian modernism.
My idea was quite simple: Could people from six different eras inhabit the same moment? The
clothes make the man, or the woman, so the clothes and makeup and hair should be a
character. There isn’t any narrative per se, except that each character is asked to act as if they
can only see other characters from eras earlier than the one they are inhabiting, so the 1970s
person can see all the other performers, but the 1920s woman can’t see anybody else. It is as if
she is alone, even when the other five characters are in the pavilion with her. If you watch very
carefully you can see that. The piece only exists when it has an audience, I think.
There’s the idea that people find modernism cold. Well, actually, they must find it reassuring as
well, because they’ve been building it—and are still building it—left, right, and center. My question
is, What does that mean? And why do we continue this way? As an artist, I want to understand
how the world works by thinking about aesthetics. In terms of ideas of transparency and space,
it seems clear that aesthetics are interconnected to the politics of any era. Also, the idea of
transparency—of, for instance, dissolving the barriers around privacy on Facebook and other
social media—cannot be entirely separated from the idea that a building should be transparent.
Other people’s competing visions of modernism didn’t win. Mies and his compatriots, and the
type of architecture they believed in, won: It’s being built everywhere in the world. In China,
endless vistas of Miesian-style architecture are still being built. You certainly can’t call it Frank
Lloyd Wright–ian. Why did that become the aesthetic of the world? It’s deeply political, ideological,
and philosophical. It’s about very specific beliefs about how society should be constructed.
— As told to Jason Foumberg

Josiah McElheny’s expanding universe
June 16, 2012 | James H. Burnett III

From Josiah McElhenys curiosity about cosmology came Island Universe (2008), a collection
of glass and chrome starburst-like sculptures that some critics consider his most ambitious
work. (TODD WHITE ART PHOTOGRAPHY, LONDON)
Josiah McElheny, a man with a passion for physics and cosmology, may have gone where no contemporary
artist has gone before: deep into the origins of the universe.
McElheny, 45, a Boston-born, Brooklyn, N.Y.-based sculptor and 2006 MacArthur Foundation “genius
grant” recipient, has built multiple artworks based on cosmology, including the big bang theory and ideas
about the evolution and expansion of the universe.
On June 22, the Institute of Contemporary Art will present “Josiah McElheny: Some Pictures of the Infinite,” his first US museum survey, on view through Oct. 14.
“Some Pictures of the Infinite” features 21 works, including sculpture, installation, film, photography, and
performance, by an artist whose career appears to be expanding along with his vistas.
“I’ve been fortunate that I’ve always been busy,” McElheny said with a wry chuckle during a recent phone

interview from New York.
The artist, who graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design, has had his work shown around the
world in more than 50 group exhibitions and 32 solo shows. It’s in the permanent collections of the ICA and
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, the Museum of Modern Art in New York, and the Tate Modern in London.
McElheny has a fashion-themed gallery show running through June 30 at the Andrea Rosen Gallery in New
York.
McElheny is one of the most important artists of his generation because of the way he addresses difficult
scientific questions, said Helen Molesworth, chief curator at the ICA.
“His work might be less impressive if, for example, he sought just to portray the end result of a scientific
theory or a documented moment in history,” Molesworth said. “But Josiah tackles the very difficult task of
portraying questions in his work. It is an amazing feat that he is able to do so — in his industrial work, in his
work that explores historical moments, and in his more recent scientific work — the frequent questions being
where do we fit in this universe, how has its expansion affected us, and how have our actions affected it?
And, of course, those all lead back to a very thoughtful exploration of time.”
Indeed, “Some Pictures of the Infinite” showcases McElheny’s in-depth explorations of time: historical time,
archeological time, cosmic time.
“That interest in time is one of the primary reasons glass figures so prominently in my work,” McElheny
said. “Of all the common materials available to artists, glass may be the most malleable, the easiest to
change, the most constant, at the molecular level constantly moving, and perhaps most important, the most
durable. There are paintings and works of art made with canvas and wood that are just a couple hundred
years old and faded or in poor condition due to aging. And there are works of glass that are 500 years old or
3,500 years old that are still intact and as powerful and beautiful as in their beginning.”
McElheny’s latest cosmology-based works would not have happened, he said, had he not entered the biggest
collaboration of his life eight years ago.
“It’s funny, because it wasn’t a purely artistic collaboration,” he said. “It wasn’t a case where one artist approaches another and proposes a partnership that would bring their creative abilities together. In this case, I
left my field altogether to ask for help from a man whose expertise was in the knowledge that I’ve tried for
years to show through my art.”
That man was David H. Weinberg, astronomy professor at Ohio State University, who says McElheny’s approach both caught him off guard and warmed his heart.
“Josiah is an incredibly thoughtful person,” Weinberg says. “I have worked with other creative people
before. I’ve consulted on a film, as well. What makes Josiah unique — there are many things — is that he
doesn’t just have a passing interest in science, specifically in astronomy and cosmology. This wasn’t just a
lark for him. He gets it. And he wants the public to get it through his art. And impressive to me when we first
met was how sincerely he wanted his work to be an accurate study of the cosmos and how this all got here,
how it has changed, how it is changing.”
The pair hit it off so well after their 2004 meeting that they have collaborated on four major projects, including “Island Universe,” a collection of glass and chrome starburst-like sculptures suspended from the ceiling
in what some critics say has been McElheny’s most ambitious work.

The five pieces of “Island Universe” represent different models of the cosmos and other potential universes.
Each structure features a central metal sphere, from which protrude metal rods that represent different
lengths of time. Those in turn are tipped by clusters of handblown-glass globes and discs of different shapes
and sizes, meant to represent clusters of galaxies. Light bulbs on each structure signify quasars.
Visitors who approach “Island Universe,” which is suspended just a few feet above the floor, will be able to
see their own miniaturized reflections in the polished globes and discs.
“Given the size of the work, it inspires one to think about the vast size of the universe and our small place
in it,” Molesworth said. “But it should be noted that while our physical presence in the universe is small,
‘Island Universe’ makes it clear through our reflections that we are at the core of our world, and a necessary
component of it.”
The pieces resemble chandeliers, and in fact they were inspired by the old Lobmeyr chandeliers at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, but with Weinberg’s custom made-for-art algorithms as a blueprint.
“One of the things that made ‘Island Universe’ special for me was the manner in which David and I designed specific galactic clusters and arrangements through blown glass,” McElheny said. “I’m a big fan of
accuracy, because I believe if you’re going to ask the public to look at a piece of art and think about what it
means, there should be a measurable meaning to it. It’s sort of my nuts-and-bolts approach to the complexities of astronomy and cosmology.”
McElheny has long taken that nuts-and-bolts approach. Early in his career, he studied with a master glassblower in Sweden. “I toured old factories in Europe and studied at them and studied the manufacturing
processes, the materials used, the items that were produced, and even the people who had worked in these
places and how they fit in the process,” he said. “It was inspiring, and it has informed my work ever since.”
Indeed, in 1999 and 2000 he produced a series about Christian Dior that celebrated the innovation of fashion factory workers. The series also featured a performance-art piece called “The Metal Party” — an ode to
a 1929 Bauhaus party — in which participants were asked to wear metallic costumes.
McElheny and Weinberg’s latest collaboration, “A Study for the Center Is Everywhere,” attempts to represent the Sloan Digital Sky Survey’s efforts to catalog the whole of the cosmos, one small portion at a time.
The 7-foot-tall hanging sculpture features brass rods tipped with light bulbs that represent quasars and crystals that depict stars and galaxies.
If McElheny has a fear where his work is concerned, it is that both art lovers and the curious alike will read
into it an obsession with a clichéd search for the answers to all of life’s questions.
“My obsession is with the science, with the art, where we fit,” McElheny said. “But my personal beliefs are
such that I don’t believe in an answer. I don’t believe in even pursuing an answer, a single answer. I think
if anyone claims to have the answer — to life, to where we’ve been and where we’re going — they sort of
weaken our living incentive.
“In other words, the ongoing quest that we all have day to day, the quest we just engage in but don’t necessarily think hard about, is a quest for answers. And the hunt, the pursuit makes us better people. It would be
terrible if we found one answer. We wouldn’t try so hard to improve ourselves, to be better to ourselves and
to others.”
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“Josiah Mcelheny: Some Pictures
of the Infinite”
INSTITUTE OF CONTEMPORARY ART
BOSTON
Through October 14
Curated by Helen Molesworth
With references from Paul Scheerbart to Josef Hoffmann, Mies
van der Rohe to Yves Saint Laurent, Josiah McElheny has provided some of the most intriguing and important artistic contemplations of how the modernist legacy, high and low, survives
within our post- postmodern era. Themed around the notion of the
infinite, McElheny’s survey exhibition covers the past two decades
of his career, gathering some twenty glassworks, sculptures,
films, and a performance, many of which continue his reflections
(both metaphoric and literal) on modernity. Highlights include
Island Universe, 2008, wherein Lobmeyr chandelier–like structures model universes that may have been created moments after
the Big Bang, and Study for The Center Is Everywhere, 2012, in
which hand-cut crystals signify galaxies and lightbulbs stand in for
quasars. The accompanying catalogue features contributions by
Molesworth, Maria Gough, and Bill Horrigan, as well as by artists
Doug Ashford, Gregg Bordowitz, Moyra Davey, Andrea Geyer,
Zoe Leonard, and R. H. Quaytman.
— Branden W. Joseph

Josiah McElheny, Study for The Center Is
Everywhere (detail), 2012, cut lead crystal,
electric lighting, hand-bound book; chandelier 32 x 84 x 32”, book 7 x 10”.
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ART IN REVIEW

‘Crystalline Architecture’

Untitled, 1964, metal and plastic, by Robert Smithson.

Courtesy of Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York

By KAREN ROSENBERG
Published: August 6, 2010

Andrea Rosen Gallery
525 West 24th Street
Chelsea
Through Aug. 20
Most galleries in Chelsea have small back rooms that serve as project spaces or repositories of unsold odds and ends. The
one at Andrea Rosen, known as Gallery 2, is being put to more inspired use. In previous seasons it’s hosted mini-shows of
Walker Evans and Félix González-Torres; more recently it’s become a place for artists to play curator.
Last month the gig went to the painter Nigel Cooke, whose punningly titled “She Awoke With a Jerk” conveyed a selfloathing mood in figuration. This month’s show, organized by the sculptor Josiah McElheny, is all about the “Crystalline”
aesthetic — meaning “fractures, reflections and natural, imperfect geometry,” in Mr. McElheny’s words.
It’s a major theme in his own art, which makes abundant use of mirrored and transparent glass. Here he traces the Crystalline back to the Weimar era: gathering watercolors, prints and drawings by members of the expressionist-influenced
“Crystal Chain” group and the early Bauhaus. Bruno Taut and Walther Klemm envisioned mountainous landscapes of

monolithic crystals; Walter Gropius designed a jagged monument to workers who died defending the Weimar Republic
against a coup attempt in 1920.
The Crystalline faded from view during the political shifts of the early 1920s. But it reappeared in the 1960s, this time
with more hippieish ideology. And it’s had a second resurgence, in very contemporary art. From the ’60s Mr. McElheny
has chosen Robert Smithson’s untitled metal-and-plastic wall sculpture with facetlike triangles. It’s echoed by a handful of
works made this year: a sculpture by Katja Strunz, a photograph of angled mirrors by Eileen Quinlan, and Mr. McElheny’s
own “Crystal Mirror 2,” with its irregular pentagonal frame.
Just as fascinating as the art is Smithson’s essay “The Crystal Land,” on view in its original context — the May 1966 issue
of Harper’s Bazaar. It details a day spent wandering around New Jersey quarries with Donald Judd. Smithson seemed to
glimpse the entire state through a prism: “From the shiny chrome diners to glass windows of shopping centers, a sense of
the crystalline prevails.”
These shows are a great idea: the artists get to flex their intellectual muscles, the gallery broadens its horizons, and we’re
treated to a highly idiosyncratic mix along the lines of the Museum of Modern Art’s “Artist’s Choice.” Everyone wins.
KAREN ROSENBERG
A version of this review appeared in print on August 6, 2010, on page C25 of the New York edition.
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tion–and spends her entire
fortune in the process.

Paul Scheerbart’s short story “The Light Club of Batavia” is the
inspiration for Josiah McElheny’s Model for a Film Set (The Light
Spa at the Bottom of a Mine), 2008.

Mirror Mirror
With their shimmering
light
and color and reflective
surfaces, Josiah McElheny’s works can make
viewers feel as if they’ve
entered a hall of mirrors.
In his book The Light
Club: On Paul Scheerbart’s “The Light Club of
Batavia,” out in May from
the University of Chicago
Press, McElheny performs
a similar sleight of hand–
this time applying it to a
short, obscure tale.
It started with an English
translation of a littleknown German novel, Paul
Scheerbart’s 1914 The
Gray Cloth. The book tells
the story of an architect so
obsessed with the appearance of his glass construc

tions that he makes his
wife dress only in gray and
white so as not to clash
with them.
While reading the novel,
McElheny found a reference in a footnote to another, untranslated Scheerbart
work that piqued his interest: the seven-page-long
“novelle” from 1912, “The
Light Club of Batavia.” (A
“novelle” is a short story
whose plot is “described in
a brief, schematic manner,”
according to McElheny.)
Scheerbart’s tale features
Mrs. Hortense Pline, an
“engineeress” who suffers
from an addiction to light.
An architect friend suggests she satisfy that addiction by turning a mine
shaft into an artificially
illuminated light spa. She
follows up on the sugges-

In his introduction to the
book, McElheny writes
that he aimed to create “a
series of varying frames”
through which to view the
story, in which he found
“layers and layers of
problems.” Included in the
book is the novelle’s first
English translation, commissioned by McElheny,
as well as essays, a poem,
and a play–all of which
expand on the story’s
themes. McElheny’s own
short story, “The Light Spa
in the Mine,” recasts “The
Light Club of Batavia” as
a sort of shaggy-dog story
being told in a present-day
bar. (“I’ve already been
in many bars telling this
story,” he adds.) Illustrating the book are stills from
Light Club (2008), a film
McElheny made in collaboration with Jeff Preiss.
The book is the latest in
a series of projects that
McElheny has based on
“The Light Club of Batavia.” At Orchard, a former
exhibition space on the
Lower East Side, he staged
a performance modeled on
Scheerbart’s story. In the
sculpture Model for a Film
Set (The Light Spa at the
Bottom of a Mine), 2008,
multicolored stacks of
glass cubes are surrounded
by high walls of clear glass

blocks. McElheny says
the abstract work is “supposed to be a model of the
soundstage on which you
would film the final scene
of the story.”
The artist is also subjecting
his own career to the same
treatment The Light Club
gives to Scheerbart’s story.
Josiah McElheny: A Prism,
which he edited with Louise Neri, was published by
Rizzoli in May. Alongside
images of McElheny’s
work are interviews,
critical commentary, and
such texts as Adolf Loos’s
1908 essay “Ornament and
Crime” (a tirade against
what Loos calls the “epidemic of ornament”) and
the 1964 Jorge Luis Borges
poem “Mirrors” (which
reflects upon the “horror of
mirrors”).
McElheny has organized
“Crystalline Architectures,” a show of works by
artists like Robert Smithson and Modernist architect Bruno Taut. The show
will go up in late June at
Andrea Rosen Gallery,
which represents him. And
he has plans to make a
second film based on “The
Light Club of Batavia,” to
be shot at Miami’s Vizcaya
Museum and Gardens later
this year.
-Steve Barnes

Josiah McElheny
ANDREA ROSEN GALLERY

Think of contemporary glassmakers and the first name to come to
mind might be Dale Chihuly and his Murano-like anemones (so
to speak). Josiah McElheny, hardly a popular purveyor of pseudoVenetian glass, is firmly on the far side of the old Craft versus Art
divide. He could produce such gimcracks with one arm tied behind
his back-on the condition that the historicizing programs he favors
call for such glass forms in the first place.
Spurred by the recondite history of glass (not to say art
history or political theory), McElheny, on the occasion of this
exhibition, has invented (or reinvented ) a rivalry between two
prophetic German modernists: Mies van der Rohe and Bruno Taut,
the latter perhaps best known for his Glass Pavilion at the Cologne
Werkbund Exhibition of 1914. Temperamentally differentiated
from the stylish Mies by Soviet sympathies that put him at odds
with the Nazis once they were in power, Taut went into Turkish
exile during the Hitlerzeit and died in 1938.
Buoyed by post-World War I utopianism in Germany
and the Soviet Union, architecture in the 1920s became the signal
communal art, one further enlivened by the new technical possibilities that allowed structures to be built of glass, or seemingly of
pure light itself. McElheny’S eight-foot -high architectural tower
reprises Mies’s elegantly classical, earliest model of a glass-clad
skyscraper (it was never built) based on the architect’s famous
1922 photographs. Bruno Taut’s Monument to Socialist Spirituality
(After Mies van der Rohe), 2009, as McElheny calls this mutant
maquette, rises above a wooden ruff of Caligaresque rowhouses
that evoke the type shortly to be deemed echt Deutsch by the National Socialists to whose values Mies would transiently surrender,
for example when he briefly assumed the direction of an Aryanized
Bauhaus after its founder, Walter Gropius, was driven abroad.
McElheny’s model subverts the crisp and sleek architectureassociated with Mies by bombarding it with bits and pieces
conjured from Taut’s far less suave, rather plodding signifiers of
class consciousnesshisblunt use of painterly primaries, for instance.
And McElheny’s supplanting of the Miesian curved wall with Tautian hexagonal units makes you think that this new skyscraper dedicated to the socialist spirit is no more than a glasshive for worker
bees, perfect proletarian drones busy at work within a framework
of historical inevitability that would, in time, end the class struggle
with the inauguration of a classless utopia, the ultimate socialist
delusion. Pure Taut, that: He died after the Moscow show trials had
begun but prior to the Hitler-Stalin pact or world knowledge of the
Gulag.

View of “Josiah McElheny,” 2009. From left: Lilly Reich (and Wilhelm Wagenfeld),
Blue, 2009; Bruno Taut’s Monument to Socialist Spirituality (After Mies van der Rohe),
2009; Charlotte Perriand (and Carlo Scarpa), Red, 2009.

The more engaging, nostalgic associations of this
exhibition are McElheny’s reconstructions of designs for shelving- each assigned a primary color-that celebrate underknown
(when not simply forgotten) female designers who are imagined
to have collaborated with more famous men: Lilly Reich (and
Wilhelm Wagenfeld), Blue; Aino Aalto (and Tapio Wirkkala),
Yellow; and Charlotte Perriand (and Carlo Scarpa), Red (all
works 2009). Blue reimagines Wagenfeld’s Bauhaus-inspired,
beakerlike transparent glassware as a set of pale blue vials
that are placed in a Lilly Reich cabinet (of a type she might
have designed for Mies, as one of his principal collaborators).
Yellow combines Aalto’s birch overlappings with Wirkka la’s
glass forms in an exquisite yellow. And Red echoes shelving
that couldhave been made in the Jean Prouve workshops after a
version of the well-known Perri and design, which is filled with
‘40s- ish glass caprices on themes of Carlo Scarpa that recall
the twentieth century’s highest achievements in Venetian glassthink Venini.
In verbal description all this is a bit daunting- overstated didactics, really. While it is easier to relate to the lighter,
feminist patch of the exhibition rather than to an abstruse rivalry between Mies and Taut, the actual experience of McElheny’s
brainiac work is astonishing
when one realizes how much is achieved through glass blowing
alone. As in the past, the virtuosity of McElheny’s glass blowing shields it from facile popularization and signaturization. But
to insist on this argument alone presses McElheny back into
the ghetto of contemporary crafts while, in fact, his world is far
wider and deeper than those overtrod precincts.
-Robert Pincus-Witten

NOWHERE, EVERYWHERE, SOMEWHERE
JOSIAH MCELHENY

Photographs and drawings for the very first glass-clad
skyscrapers were originally published in the summer
of 1922 in the last issue of Bruno Taut’s short-lived
journal Fruhticht.They depicted two designs by Mies
van der Rohe: his unsuccessful 1921 competition entry for a site on Berlin’s Friedrichstrasse, and the Glass
Skyscraper Project of the following year. For the latter,
he built a model with glass panels for use in his ongoing studio experiments with illumination and refraction.
Architectural models typically include contextualizing elements: a city plan often presents us with
abstracted, minimal representations of buildings that
already exist on the site or imaginary buildings that
might be built later. The lack of delineation is intentional. in order to not distract from the grandeur of
the new design. Mies’s Glass Skyscraper Project was
different. He created a series of photographs where
the skyscraper model was situated amid two rows of
detailed-if stylized-imaginary historical buildings. Some
images even depict the skyscraper outdoors, set
among real trees and sky.
In the Museum of Modern Art catalogue accompanying the 2001 exhibition “Mies in Berlin ,” a hand-tinted print of one of these photographs is accompanied
by a caption that states. “Glass Skyscraper Projectno intended site known.’? Current research strongly
suggests that Mies did not intend for the photographs
to be understood as portraying a particular place; the
model was intended as a proposal for a new theory of
light in architecture.’ Yet Mies took the unusual step
of placing his design in what appears to be a real site,
replete both with history and evocations of nature. The
caption that the catalogue gives the project seems
to imply that it is for no place. This impression is
paradoxical. The thirty story building clearly stands in
a somewhere, and yet that somewhere is considered
a nowhere.
The tower inhabits some kind of square, and the
structures around it-made in the form of one-sided
plaster facades by the Expressionist artist Oswald
Herzog-are obviously intended to depict what would
have been considered old buildings, even in 1922. It
is a choice that creates an undeniable sense of place.
To some, these scale buildings appear to be specific
houses in a specific city or town; there have been
repeated efforts to identify them. The oral histories
related by Mies’s collaborators suggest that the
buildings are an amalgam of architectural memories,
and so create an undeniable sense of the familiar. A
Hapsburg-era square? A nineteenth-eentury northern
European street?
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The purpose of Mies’s gesture has generated a fair
amount of scholarship of late, but also makes a simple
statement: it seems he, at least briefly, imagined his new
modernist vision existing not in a completely remade
world, but in a world in which both the architectural past
and nature were acknowledged. Most famous skyscraper cities, like New York, have become what they are by
progressively replacing their historic architecture with
ever-taller buildings. With very few exceptions, truces
between the new and the old rarely seem to last . Here
in Mies’s images we see what such a truce might have
looked like. Here is a modernism that is not everywhere,
only somewhere.
Everywhere soon became the paradigm.The year
1922 also witnessed Le Corbusier’s “Contemporary
City,” and by 1925 he had introduced Plan Voisin, his
proposal to raze entire neighborhoods and replace them
with endless rectilinear housing blocks. While never
built, this became a model for housing worldwide, much
of which was a social disaster and ultimately a failure.
But this new everywhere always seemed to require-or
at least hoped for-a complete erasure in order to begin.
Mies joined in with the program and before long we
had a modernism that, in tandem with Taylorism and
Fordism, could be implemented from China to Chicago.
Moscow to Berlin-a modernism that was both everywhere and nowhere because it erased any somewhere
that was already there. In the rare cases where people
successfully objected, a solution was soon found: conquer the farmland and forest at the edge of the cities to
create the concrete suburb. In either case from the cites
of France to Cabrini Green in Chicago, social disaster
ensued.
Mies is remembered to have said that the historical
buildings surrounding his model were meant to be “hideous“ housing: and the current trend among scholars is
to describe them as decaying, caricaturist. “medieval”
structures and connect them to architectural depictions
in contemporaneous Expressionist films about horror
and decrepitude. such as Robert Wiene’s 1919 Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari, Paul Wegener’s 1920 Golem, and F.W.
Murnau’s 1922 Nosferatu: A Symphony of Horror. This
comparison is in perfect concordance with Mies’s
own notion at that time: that the existing buildings in
Berlin were a debased form of architecture.The critical
interpretation reflects Mies’s own stated prejudices and
perceptions, but do they also reflect our own? Looking at the sculptural models in the photographs without
actively trying to imagine them as a horror movie set, the
buildings seem more childlike than terrifying, more playful than neglected. In these visual experiments, as much
as the skyscraper dominates the other buildings or

A photograph of the experimental model of 1922 made for Mies van der
Roh’s Glass Skyscraper Project

trees and sky-as was perhaps Mies’s conscious intention- it is also humanized by their presence, offering
us a familiar pre-modern anthropomorphic scale.’
Perhaps this disjunction between stated intention and
result is indicative of a repressed impulse within Mies’s
vision. Today it is more important to look for instances,
however weakly expressed, where reconciliation with
the environment might have been possible, rather than
reinforce Mies’s declarations of disgust towards the
existing historic world around him. In analyzing the
past in light of our belated realization that resources
are inherently finite, we need architecture to resurrect
the modernist hope for new ways of living, but outside
the confines of the economic ideology of “creative
destruction”.
The unusual nature of these photographic studies
suggests “revisionist” questions:What if Mies were
actually calling for the integration of new structures
with the old? What if he were pointing to a modernism
that acknowledged the architecture of the past as being compatible with-perhaps even enriching-the new
modernism of technology, capital, and political
“efficiency”? What if he were proposing an alternative
to the erasure of the past, the clearing of the obsolete,
the violent starting anew that modernism proposed
and enacted? What if instead of a post-modernism
that simply borrowed forms from buildings often long
ago demolished or discredited, there had been all
along an accommodation between the modernism
of the new and the architectures of the past? What if
they had been viewed as compatible, instead of
fundamentally opposed?
When Mies created these photographs, it was not
yet clear what would soon happen, how perfectly the
modernist project would suit the needs of the developing economic and political situation, and how this
alliance would decimate the old.The Glass Skyscraper
Project is a proposal that-despite Mies’s efforts to
demonstrate domination-provides a slender hope
for accommodation, It presents a literal juxtaposition of the new and the old, a model for coexistence
with history. The political implications of this idea that
perhaps the modernist project could have developed
in a situation of a somewhere, while perhaps fanciful,
might also be far reaching. People’s identity is always
formed by place. Perhaps these little experiments
of Mies’s can function as a reminder of how plans
for a new world almost always seem to forget that
everywhere and nowhere do not exist, cannot exist.
Everything and everyone resides in a somwhere.
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1 Because of its baroque and at the time unrealizable nature
the Glass Skyscraper Project repr esent s the only mom ent
when Mias can be connected with the more spiritual and
romantic leanings of Taut and his colleagues . Taut’s group .
the Crystal Chain had in the previous few years developed a
ma nife sto for a new fantastical architecture that promised a
politicized but quasi-spiritual experience for the common worker.
Mies’s rejection from the 1919 Au stellung for unbekannte
Architekten (Exhibition of Unknown Architects)- sometimes
seen as a precursor for the Crystal Chain- and his subsequent
decision to submit the proposal to Taut’s journal are significant in
this light. For more on this see lain Boyd Whyte. Bruno Taut and
the Architecture of Activism (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press. 1980) and Mert ins. op . ci t.
2 Terence Ailey & Barr y Bergdoll. eds Mies in Berlin (New York :
Mu seum of Modern Ar t. 200 1). pp . 186 -187.
3 See Spyros Papapetr os. “Malicious Houses: Animation.
Animism. Animosity in Germa n Architecture and Film-From
Mies to Mumau.’ in GreyRoom. no. 20. Summer 2005. pp . 637. and Detl ef Mertins. “Archi tectures of Becoming: Mies van
der Aohe and the Avent -Garde.” in Mies in Berlin . op . clt ..
pp . 106 - 13 3. There has been speculation that the facades
depicted in the photographs were modeled after contemporaneous buildings on Friedrichstrasse, the site of Mies’s earlier
project, but comparison with period photograph s of the avenue
does not bear this out. In fact according to Werner Graef,
Mies’s former assistant. Herzog recounted that Mies instructed
him: “Make me a piece of Friedrich strasse as it once was; it
does not have to be exact, only in principle: (papapetros. op .
ci t. . pp . 19 and 24) .
4 According to Mertins. there is no general agreement on
a source model for these buildings (email correspondence
with the author). Beyond literal identification, scholars have
interpreted the classification of the surrounding buildings variously; some, like Michael Hays (in email correspondence with
the author). have suggested that they might be Bied ermier.
while others like Graef. have compared them to buildings by
Mies’s former teacher. Peter Behren s. See Graef’s comment in
Papapetros. op. ctt. p. 26 .
5 Papapetros. op . ci t., p. 19.
6 Even when the model was first exhibited these surrounding
buildings we redescribed as “poor: See Papapetros. op. cit..
p. 19. The fact that the sculptural models were built as facades
not unlike movie sets suggests another reason for this contemporary reading.
7 In the historic downtowns of Europe—either surviving or
reconstructed—tall buildings were typically banned and so
this vision of the International Style in the midst of a historic town
is in congruous and surprising today.

The same week that scientists at the CERN laboratory outside Geneva were getting ready to fire up
the Large Hadron Collider, the artist Josiah McElheny was conducting a test of his own ideas on the
Big Bang theory at Andrea Rosen Gallery in New
York City. Inspired by the Lobmeyr chandeliers at
the Metropolitan Opera House and informed by
logarithmic equations devised by the cosmologist
David H. Weinberg, McElheny’s chrome, glass and
electric-light sculpture “The End of the Dark Ages”
is part of a four-year investigation into the origins
of the universe. What began with “The End to Modernity,” a sculpture commissioned by the Wexner
Center for the Arts at Ohio State University, will
culminate next month in a massive installation titled
“Island Universe” at White Cube in London. “I had
this quixotic idea to do modernized versions of the
Lobmeyr chandeliers as sculpture with secret information behind it,” says McElheny, who upon first
encountering these “gilded age/space age” objects
immediately thought they looked like pop renditions
of the Big Bang.
According to McElheny, physicists continue to
struggle with the question “is the world this way because it must be, or is it just random?” In 1965, the
year that the Lobmeyr chandeliers were designed,
it was suddenly evident that our world is not in fact
the center of the universe. This idea that there could
be an infinite number of possible narratives was becoming popular not just in science but also in literature and art — so why not in interior design, too? As
it turns out, Wallace K. Harrison, the architect for
the Met, having rejected the original design for the
chandeliers, gave Hans Harald Rath of Lobmeyr, the
Vienna-based glassmaker, a book about galaxies and
sent him back to the drawing board.
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Photographed by Jason Schmidt in New York City

“The End of the Dark Ages” is a scientifically accurate model: the shortest rod represents 100 million years, the longest about 1.3 billion; the clusters
of glass stand for galaxy formations, the lights for
quasars. Still, McElheny is less concerned with the
conceits of exact science than the limits of reason
and knowledge. (The White Cube show proposes a
“multiverse” and “speaks to what Kant describes so
well as an endless world made of imperfection, complication and specificity.”) “Politically, I’m against
finding the single answer,” McElheny insists. “I’m
more interested in what these questions mean to our
sense of who we are.
Alix Browne

STOCKHOLM

Josiah McElheny
MODERNA MUSEET
The crafts should perhaps be thought of as the work of “citizen artisans”
who manipulate clay, metal, thread, or glass with consummate skill to create exceptional objects out of common materials. The hardworn distinction
between fine-art elitism and craft’s populism is still taken for granted, but
these terms are becoming confounded as crafts edge toward fine arts either
out of strategy or desire. While artists pluck techniques from the crafts as
necessary, craft practitioners have begun to interleave content from outside
their normal purview, sometimes with beguiling results, as in the work of
Josiah McElheny.
Education in the crafts frequently consists of mastering bedrock techniques through an apprenticeship in which a practitioner rises from deferential tyro to creative master. McElheny, trained at the Rhode Island School
of Design, apprenticed from 1989 to 1997 with master glassblowers Ronald
Wilkins, Lino Tagliapietra, Jan-Erik Ritzman, and Sven-Ake Carlsson. He
merged the decorative with fine arts in Verzelini’s Acts of Faith, 1996, a
collection of thirty-six pieces of glassware based on those glimpsed in various Renaissance paintings of the Life of Christ, from Tintoretto to Joos van
Cleve, demonstrating that the means, glassblowing, was relevant to the end,
appropriation strategy. A decade on, he has produced The Alpine Cathedral and the City-Crown, 2007, where the sync between means and ends
does not simply serve the content but is the content. In The Apine Cathedral, McElheny interprets the utopian imagineering of German Modernist
architect Bruno Taut (1880-1938) and poet Paul Scheerbart (1863-1915),
visionaries who believed that kaleidoscopic light, produced through the
materiality of glass, radiated spiritual powers of an order that would restore
humanity-stimulation never more needed than on the eve of the Great War.
In their dreams, glass cathedrals would supplant mountaintops as supernatural pinnacles, while modular glass towers with refracting colored light
would quicken the cities of a reborn world. Commissioned by New York’s
Museum of Modern Art, McElheny’s installation comprises two glass architectural models- one alpine cathedral and one city-crown-on a shared base
with lighting that approximates effects described by Scheerbart, who wrote
of adorning the earth with a paradise of “sparkling jewels and enamels.”
Taut and Scheerbart were not fabulists so much as pacifists seeking to cure
humankind’s barbarity-soon to be exhibited by the first mechanized warthrough techniques to convert the physical materiality of glass into light
persuasive enough to affect the soul. They believed in the “soft power” of
glass to convince others that their political goals were legitimate and desirable. They were citizens and, we might say, the artisans of ideas calculated
to use the mastery of craft to induce change.
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Should we suppose that The Alpine Cathedral is the work of an “artist” who just happens to use glass? Hardly; McElheny is a craftsman
devoted to materiality, charged by masterly technique, in the cause of
change for the better. His craft installation (there, I said it) expresses
a categorical belief in the relevance of things handmade and in the
sacredness of materiality in a world with contrary values. McElheny is
hardly the first to hold this belief; the artists he and Moderna curator
Iris Müller-Westermann chose to exhibit alongside The Alpine Cathedral could only agree: Hilma af Klint, Kasimir Malevich, and Vladimir
Tatlin were pioneers of a “soft power” with the potential to trigger
reform. It’s not nostalgia you feel when you comprehend McElheny’s
project, but conviction through the mastery of craft.
-Ronald Jones

View of “Josiah
McElheny”, 2008.
Left: Vladimir Tatlin,
Model for Monument for
the 3rd International,
1919-20. Right: Josiah
McElheny, The Alpine
Cathedral and the CityCrown, 2007
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Projects 84:
Josiah McElheny

The Museum of Modern Art
11 W. 53rd St., New York, NY 10019
nr. Sixth Ave.
212-708-9400

Profile

Steps away from Rachel Whiteread's Untitled (Paperbacks) is a new pair of installations by Josiah McElheny
that addresses the utopian dreams of the early twentieth
century. Alpine Cathedral and City-Crown are two models of glistening glass buildings illuminated by changing
colored lights. In provocative and subtle ways, McElheny’s piece renders the place of utopian thought in our
culture. He has a certain detachment: Utopian thought is
not, today, viscerally at hand. (His models date back to
the work of the early-twentieth-century utopians Paul
Scheerbart and Bruno Taut.) He compares and contrasts—utopians long for either the mountaintop or the
city—and conveys the ineffable nature of dreams. The
models melt and shift in the eye. What’s not there? When
I first heard about McElheny’s glass piece, I had imagined a visionary installation. An enveloping work of art. I
was naïve: That future belongs to the past. For good reasons, among them the disasters that visionaries have recently visited upon the world, utopian convictions today
rarely claim strong Western minds. McElheny’s work is
instead finely, thoughtfully, filtered. It’s about, not of,
Utopia. A meditation, not a passion. But it left me with a
desire for the true Platonic fire—for what was missing.
And so, upstairs at MoMA, I visited the great Russian visionary Kazimir Malevich, whose airy pictures appear so
roughhewn and evanescently there. — Mark Stevens
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WHEN MISS BLANCHE BY SHIRO KURAMATA debuted in 1988 at

Ornament
Decriminalized
Decoration, once fallen
from grace, returns in the
guise of text, perforations,
fractals, and bling.
By Steven Skov Holt and Mara Holt Skov

previous page An End to
Modernity (2005) by New Yorkbased artist Josiah McElheny

the Tokyo Designer's Week exhibition, it raised the stakes for art-furniture makers worldwide. Made from four clear acrylic panels embedded with blood-red artificial rose petals, the chair caused a
sensation. Its petals resembled velvet confetti suspended in space.
Light reflected off the glossy acrylic and passed through it, creating
mysterious shadows.
Miss Blanche was paradoxical in many ways: delicate yet durable; ornamental yet spare; inspired by nature yet built from artificial materials. And this quintessentially contempo¬rary object was prescient: It
foretold ornament's reemergence after nearly a century of banishment.
Let's step back for a moment. Why did ornament end up stuffed into
the back of designers' metaphorical closets?
A vastly simplified answer would begin with the rabblerousing architect Adolf Loos. In the early 1900s, his influential treatise "Ornament
and Crime" railed against so-called decadent dec¬orative traditions.
He argued that ornament stymied humanity's intellectual, aesthetic,
and social evolution. Ornament, he wrote, represented "wasted manpower. .. health ... material... and capitaL"
Fast-forward to the mid-20th century, when Mies van der Rohe distilled Loos' philosophy into a soundbite-"Less is More"-and from his
pulpit at the Illinois Institute of Tech¬nology, preached it to the next
generation of designers. We've heard it ever since, in one form or another, from design elders such as Kenneth Grange, Dieter Rams,
Masayuki Kurakawa, and Massimo and LelIa Vignelli. No ornament
is allowed, or needed, in "serious" design. It's the province of decorators, lowest common denominator stylism, and surface fussiness.
Yet ornament has managed to reassert itself in the past decade-even
as a new generation of minimalists (Naoto Fu¬kasawa, Sam Hecht,
Kim Colin, jasper Morrison) emerged¬with Dutch designers Marcel
Wanders, Hella jongerius, and Tord Boontje leading the way. Ornament still delights, but it's no longer ornamentaL It's not applied like
moldings or sten¬cils, or attached like finials or tassels, or tacked on
at the end of problem-solving processes. Ornament has become integral to the conception and experience of products and buildings, and
reflects the latest technologies and aesthetic sensibilities.
It has become one with a variety of exoskeletons, com¬pound
curved surfaces, and carbon-fiber and other mono¬coque shells. It has
become complexified: infinitely repeated or reflected, sampled like
hip-hop beats, randomized, splashed across digitally activated surfaces. It's achieved greater depth of experience, allowing designers to
expand their works' expressive possibilities. Objects can tell richer
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and more complex stories than ever before.
Although ornament's revival could be considered a nor¬mal swing of
the pendulum of taste-an inevitable reaction to the era of the white box
and the curvaceous blobject-we see ornament as too powerful and too
personally meaningful to be tied to taste alone. It serves deep emotional
needs.
Fine artists, who so often foresee changes imminent in daily life, are
already astutely commenting on ornament's re¬appearance. New Yorkbased sculptor Josiah McElheny fills bookshelves and chrome vitrines
with monochrome or mirrored blown-glass vessels, inspired by design
icons such as Charlotte Perriand, Carlo Scarpa, R. Buckminster Fuller,
and Isamu Noguchi. He even took the dogmatic Loos to task in a 2002
chrome vitrine crowded with opaque white vessels and titled Adolf
Laos' Ornament and Crime.
But a 2005 McElheny work is the capper: a meticulously crafted, 16foot-wide explosion of chrome-plated aluminum rods each concluding
with hand-blown glass ornaments and lights. He derived the form from
the Metropolitan Opera's chandelier Hans Harald Rath made in 1965,
the same year physicists introduced the Big Bang Theory. Blurring the
lines between conceptual design, science, and art, McElheny has ti¬tled
itAn End to Modernity. Perhaps the end to "Less is More" is best represented by a starburst, the supernova-like end of one universe and the
fertile beginnings of another ...

In the past decade, More has become
More: more enabling technologies, more
techniques, more materials, more iterations, more solutions. Ornament has
been reborn, and its newest variants can
be classified into seven key types:

Fragments and Particles
Shards and fractals are being farmed for their expressive
possibilities. Inspiration is coming from as far away as the
Hubble Telescope's im¬ages of expanding galaxies and as
close in as electron-microscopic glimpses of crystalline
structures.

Steven Holt and Mara Holt based in San Francisco, are
the authors ofBlobjects and Beyond: The New Fluidity
in Design (Chronicle, 2005). They are curating a Fall
2008 exhibition on craft at the Portland
Contemporary Crafts Museum.

this page The perforations of Arik Levy's Galactica fruit bowl evoke stars.
opposite page, top The Bouroullec brothers' North Tile system showcases
Kvadrat textiles. opposite page, bottom KINPRO's Love Forest wallpaper,
commissioned by Barcelona's Maxalot Gallery

Josiah McElheney

An End to Modernity

“Modernity 1929-1965,” Andrea
Rosen Gallery, through Sat 3 (see
Chelsea)
Josiah McElheny can’t be accused of
stunted ambition. The centerpiece of his
latest show, a huge,
chandelierlike chrome-and-light
sculpture titled An End to
Modernity, is accompanied by a text
(written by an astronomy professor
at Ohio State) that explains how the
object illustrates “not just the big
bang [theory] but the entire history
of the expanding Universe.”
While the titles--Twentieth
Century Modernism, Mirrored and
Reflected Infinitely is also on view and
supporting documents are rife
with bombast, the works themselves
are captivating. The vitrines filled
with handblown, mirrored glass
76 Time Out New York June 1-7, 2006

vessels and light fixtures inAnEnd
to Modernity capture the glossy
industrial aesthetic of the echt
modern tradition, while making
smart reference to that era’s
optimistic, can-do faith in science,
art and design-and the subsequent
demise of those values.
McElheny might be accused
of being reactionary instead, as many
of his peers head in the opposite
direction, making shoddy craftbased
objects that often seem like
visual shrugs in the face of posterity.
(“Why bother making work that will
last forever with the apocalypse
practically upon us?” they seem to
say.) McElheny is keenly aware of
the history of modernism, but rather
than critique the concept as
outmoded, he commemorates it.
--Martha Schwendener
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ART
Making a chandelier is hard. How
about one that depicts the Big
Bang and riffs on modernism?

The Entire Universe
On a Dimmer Switch
By DOROTHY SPEARS
HEN the artist Josiah
McElheny said he wanted to
build a sculpture that evoked
both the modernist chandeliers at the Metropolitan
Opera House and the Big Bang theory, Dr.
David Weinberg, a professor of astronomy at
Ohio State University, whom he had
approached for advice, said, "My very first
thought was 'Good luck!'"
"I think he was skeptical," agreed Mr.
McElheny, 39, recalling their first meeting in
September 2004. "Conceptually, it's already a
problem to create a model of the history of the
universe. Then, there I was — this artist —
wanting to make a scientifically accurate model
based on a 1960's design object."
Mr. McElheny was in the early phases of an
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artist's residency at Ohio
State at the Wexner Center
for the Arts, which had commissioned the piece. At his
first meeting with Dr.
Weinberg, Mr. McElheny
said, "Two things happened. One: David saw
that I was serious. And two: he understood that
I was prepared to go the full distance, that this
was not a perfunctory gesture."
What began as a crash course in the history of
cosmology eventually led to "The End of
Modernity" (2005), a 10-by-15-foot sculpture
that demonstrates visual and historical parallels
between the Big Bang theory and the Met chandeliers. Combining 1,000 blown-glass globes
and cast-glass discs with roughly 5,000 individual metal parts, "The End of Modernity" hangs
at eye level, with the bottom of the work hovering six inches above the floor.
It is one of four large glass sculptures included
in Mr. McElheny's new show, "Modernity
1929-1965," at the Andrea Rosen Gallery in
Chelsea. "The End of Modernity" traces a historical convergence in 1965, when the Big Bang

theory was headline news and the Met
chandeliers were being made by J. &
L. Lobmeyr in Vienna.
Presenting the history of the cosmos
through the lens of modernist chandeliers, in a material as delicate and
unwieldy as blown glass, requires an
odd combination of hubris and
masochism. "A lot of times I'm working at 125 percent of my capacity,"
Mr. McElheny said in a telephone
interview from his new studio in
Brooklyn. "I'm trying to do something
that's hard for me. I never make the
same thing twice, ever. And it has to
be exactly right."
"The way 'The End of Modernity'
works conceptually," Dr. Weinberg
said by phone from Columbus, "is
that, as you move outward from the
sculpture's center, you're moving forward in time." Roughly half a million
years after the Big Bang, he explained, as the
matter in the universe got more diffuse, it shifted from opaque to transparent. The central aluminum sphere of the sculpture represents "the
opaque surface beyond which we can't see," he
said. Moving outward, the glass pieces represent clusters of stars held together by their own
gravity: the galaxies. But the sculpture owes as
much to modernist design lore as to science. "In
a way," Mr. McElheny said, "it's about how
many complex ideas can be embedded in
objects."
After the Met rejected the first set of drawings
for the chandeliers, Mr. McElheny said, Wallace
K. Harrison, the architect of the opera house,
gave Hans Harald Rath, the designer from
Lobmeyr, a book about astronomy and galaxies.
Mr. McElheny believes that the book would
have included what was then a cutting-edge theory: the Big Bang. To illustrate further what he
wanted, Mr. Harrison produced a potato, with
toothpicks sticking out in all directions.
Those toothpicks may come to mind when you
encounter the sculpture. "It's a little bit of a
showstopper," said Helen Molesworth, a curator
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at the Wexner Center, where the piece was first exhibited, late last year. "It's
extraordinarily reflective, and it has this central orb that feels really heavy. At the
same time, the clusters coming out of it are glass, so they're incredibly airy and
spindly."
The central orb and rods — most are chromed aluminum — were manufactured in
California, while all the glass was made by Mr. McElheny at a glass foundry in
Long Island City, Queens. "I blew all the small spheres," he said. "The discs were
cast in a small mold by hand."
When it was first installed at the Wexner, Ms. Molesworth said, "All the metal cluster balls had to be uniquely drilled to connect to the glass. Then there was the added
problem that the universe is asymmetrical." While this is very interesting philosophically and scientifically, it becomes problematic when you need to hang the
object from the ceiling. "There were a lot of crossed fingers," she recalled.
Mr. McElheny is not the first glass blower to make scientifically accurate models.
In 1936 Leopold and Rudolf Blaschka, father and son partners from Dresden,
Germany, completed a collection of 4,400 glass plants and flowers for the Botanical
Museum at Harvard University that took a half-century to make. Their studio also
made models of marine invertebrates that were sold to museums around the world.
At the American Museum of Natural History, there is a series of single-celled protozoa completed in 1943 by Herman O. Mueller, a former museum staff member
who came from a family of German glass-blowers.
Still, Mr. McElheny's fascination is more with stories than with science. A second
sculpture in the Rosen show, for example, is part of a continuing series based on a
conversation that supposedly took place in 1929 between the Modernist sculptor
Isamu Noguchi and the utopian architect and visionary Buckminster Fuller. Their
exchange is believed to have posited that the only way to create an object that
wouldn't cast a shadow was to make it totally reflective and place it in a totally
reflective environment.
So for two of the works, Mr. McElheny built a wall-mounted landscape model in
which abstract reflective forms are arranged on a mirrored plane. "It's really a horrible proposal," he said. "You couldn't live in this world. You couldn't escape your
own reflection."
Mr. McElheny, who was born in Boston, became involved with glass in 1984, as a
student at the Rhode Island School of Design. "I heard this story," he said, "that
glass blowing came out of an oral tradition, and that this tradition was passed down
from generation to generation. There was an aura of romance and secrecy about it.
I wasn't interested in making glass so much as I was interested in this story."
In pursuit of what he felt was "exclusive knowledge, impossible to learn from a
book," Mr. McElheny secured an apprenticeship with Ronald Wilkinson, then the
head of the White Friars Factory in Britain. "It was a unique opportunity at a historical moment," he said, explaining that many of Europe's family-owned firms
were soon to close.
Mr. McElheny returned to Europe in 1989 after receiving his B.F.A. to study with
Jan-Erik Ritzman and Sven-Ake Carlsson in Arnescurv, Sweden. His final apprenticeship was with the noted Venetian master Lino Tagliapietra.
But despite his love of the craft, he says he sees himself first as an artist.
"I think he's trying to make up for the fact that there's a lot of fetishization of technique," said Andrew Page, the editor of Glass Magazine. "Josiah worked very hard
to get to the same level as the historic Venetians. He blows all the glass himself. It's
an important part of his work."
Geoff Isles, a board member of Urban Glass, a Brooklyn glass studio where Mr.
McElheny has produced and exhibited work, admires his skill. "People think that
what distinguishes a skilled glass blower is a strong set of lungs," he said. "It's really manual dexterity. Looking at people like Josiah is like looking at high-end concert pianists. You watch their fingers. They do everything so effortlessly."
Mr. McElheny recently opened what he calls "a little experimental glass foundry"
in Brooklyn with 10 pieces of equipment. "It's most fun, perhaps, when you're trying something and it works," he said. "A lot of things have to go right. When too
many things go wrong, you have to start over."

